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Abstract: The blockchain typically described as a decentralized system in which transactional or ancient 

statistics are recorded, stored, and maintained throughout a peer-to-peer community of personal computers 

referred to as nodes. Counterfeit drugs are one consequence of such limitations within existing supply 

chains, which not only has serious adverse impact on human health but also causes severe economic loss to 

the healthcare industry. Blockchain technology has gained tremendous attention, with an escalating hobby 

in a plethora of several applications like safe and relaxed healthcare records management. Similarly, 

blockchain is reforming the traditional healthcare practices to an extra reliable means, in phrases of 

powerful progno- sis and treatment through safe and cosy facts sharing using SHA Hash Generation 

Algorithm. Within the future, blockchain will be an era that can probably assist in personalized, authentic, 

and at ease healthcare by means of merging the entire actual-time scientific information of a patient’s 

fitness and offering it in an up-to-date cosy healthcare setup. In this paper, we evaluation each the present- 

and modern-day trends inside the subject of healthcare with the aid of imposing blockchain as a model. We 

also talk the packages of blockchain, at the side of the demanding situations confronted and destiny views. 

The proposed system executed blockchain implementation in distributed computing surroundings and it gives 

the automated restoration of invalid chain by using Consensus and Mining Algorithm. In this system, we 

present a Custom blockchain-based approach leveraging smart contracts and decentralized off-chain 

storage for efficient product traceability in the healthcare supply chain. The smart contract guarantees data 

provenance, eliminates the need for intermediaries and provides a secure, immutable history of transactions 

to all stakeholders. We present the system architecture and detailed algorithms that govern the working 

principles of our proposed solution. We perform testing and validation, and present cost and security analysis 

of the system to evaluate its effectiveness to enhance trace- ability within pharmaceutical supply chains. 
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